The theory of measure is an important subject in mathematics; in Ash [4,5] discusses many details about measure and proves some important results in measure theory.
, he defined the operation multiplication on the set E and prove that E is a vector space over R and for any a>1 E a is field, also he defined the fuzzifying functions on arbitrary set X.
In 1989, Dimiev [6] discussed the field E a as in [7] and defined the operations addition, multiplication and multiplication by real number on a set of all fuzzifying functions defined on arbitrary set X, and also defined ⊕ -measure on a measurable space and proved some results about it.
we mention the definition of the field a E , and the fuzzifying functions on the arbitrary set X also we mention the definition of the operations.
Definition (1.1.1) [7]:
Let (R, +,.) be a field of real numbers with usual order and E = (-∞,1) ⊆ R, we introduce the operations addition ⊕ and scalar multiplication on the set E as follows: For any
and ∈ λ R we have 
Proposition (1.2) [7]:
The set E with the operations ⊕ , and the relation order, represent ordered linear space.
Definition (1.3) [6]:
Let 1 > a , we introduce an operation multiplication on the set E as follows For any
we have
Proposition (1.4) [6]:
The Let X be arbitrary set, the map
is said to be a E -valued fuzzifying function.
2-⊕ -Measure:
In this section we mention the definition of − ⊕ measure on a measurable space and proved some results about it, also we defined − ⊕ outer measure and proved some results about it.
Definition (2.1)[5]:
A collection F of subsets of a set Ω is said to be:
F.
3-if {A n } is a sequence of sets in F then
where Ω is a set and F isσ -ring or σ -field and a measurable set is a subset A of Ω such that A∈F .
Definition (2.2) [6]:
Let ( , Ω F) be a measurable space, a fuzzifying function : µ F → a E is said to be: ) be a space with ⊕ -measure and A, B ∈ F then: 1-
Definition (2.4):
Let ( 
3-The completion of ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕-measure In this section we construct the completion of − ⊕ measure.
Definition (3.1)
Let (Ω,F) be a measurable space with F a σ -ring and µ is ⊕-measure on F , E∈F is said to be µ -null set if
.The ⊕-measure µ is said to be complete on F if F contains the subsets of every µ -null sets.
Theorem (3.2):
Let (Ω,F, µ ) be a space with ⊕-measure where F is σ -ring and
⇒ there exists
Theorem (3.3):
Let (Ω,F µ , ) be a space with ⊕-measure where F is a σ -ring, define
Therefore there exist 
Corollary (3.4):
Let (Ω,F µ , ) be a space with ⊕-measure where F is σ -ring then
Corollary (3.5):
Let (Ω, µ , F ) be a space with ⊕ -measure where F is σ -ring then
Proof:
Suppose that F
Conversely suppose that
D E A − = where µ N D E ∈ Λ ∈F . D E A − ∪ = ⇒ ) ( ϕ D , ϕ ∈ µ N . F A ∈ ⇒ .
Theorem (3.6):
Let (Ω, µ , F ) be a space with ⊕ -measure where F is a − σ ring thenF is σ -ring.
Proof:
=1,2,… be a sequence of sets such that
from Corollary (1.3.4) we obtain
Therefore F is σ -ring.
Theorem (3.7):
Let (Ω, µ , F ) be a space with ⊕ -measure and
Then µ is complete ⊕-measure on F , where is restriction to F is µ .
Proof:
A be a sequence of sets in F ,...
⇒There exist a sequence of sets So the definition of µ is well defined .
